The K-590 fluorescence spectrum remains unchanged over the entire 40-100-ps interval. The relevance of these fluorescence data with respect to the molecular mechanism used to model the primary processes in the BR photocycle also is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The identification of photosynthetic activity in bacteriorhodopsin (BR) has focused attention on a biochemical mechanism which appears to function differently from the photosynthetic systems containing chlorophyll (1, 2) . Specifically, BR appears to generate a transmembrane chemical potential without the involvement of oxidationreduction processes (3, 4) . Since the subsequent proton and ion transport across the purple membrane containing BR is utilized efficiently in ATP synthesis, considerable attention has been given to the molecular mechanism by which BR utilizes absorbed light energy directly in the formation of a proton gradient across the Halobacterium halobium membrane. The molecular processes underlying biochemical activity in BR may provide insight into the molecular dynamics associated with photosynthetic activity in general including other systems containing either retinal or chlorophyll chromophores.
The system under study is composed of three BR moieties arranged with a trimeric structure (5, 6) . Each BR contains 248 amino acids, the sequence of which has been determined (7, 8) , together with one retinal chromophore. Although the precise molecular contributions of the retinal to the generation of a transmembrane chemical potential remains unresolved, there are several general characteristics describing its molecular transformations which are established. The initial all-trans isomer of retinal undergoes changes in configuration, conformation, and protonation during a cyclic set of reactions termed the BR photocycle (9) . The absorption of visible light by retinal results in isomerization around the C13=C14 bond and deprotonation of the Schiff base linkage by which retinal is bound to lysine 216 (9) . Time-resolved spectroscopic measurements have determined that deprotonation occurs over a 10' s time scale (10) while C13==C4 isomerization appears to begin in the 1I0-2 s time regime (11, 12) . The mechanism by which retinal utilizes configurational and conformational changes to convert absorbed light energy into the chemical potential required to drive the photocycle and the associated proton transport is yet to be determined and is the topic of primary interest in this paper.
A variety of spectroscopic techniques has been used to examine the molecular properties of retinal itself and the changes they undergo during the BR photocycle. Orientational properties of the BR-570 have been studied by measuring the circular dichroism associated with the absorption transitions of the retinal chromophore (13) . The electronic states populated have been studied extensively by transient absorption spectroscopy (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . Time-resolved resonance Raman (TR3) spectroscopy, developed to measure the vibrational degrees of freedom of transient species (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) , has been used to examine photocycle transients and thereby to characterize some of the configurational (isomeric) and conformational intermediates of retinal (31, 32) . Recently, TR3 measurements have been extended to the picosecond time regime where the primary processes in the photocycle can be studied (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) . Emission spectroscopy has been conspic-uously absent from this list for several reasons. First, the fluorescence observed with cw excitation is extremely weak and appears as an unstructured band in the 650-880-nm region. This emission has been assigned to fluorescence from stable BR-570 containing retinal in its all-trans configuration (39, 40) . The weakness of this emission and the relatively low sensitivity of detectors in the near infrared make the measurement of fluorescence difficult experimentally. Second, the absorption spectra of the photocycle intermediates (especially those formed during the initial 100 ps) are strongly overlapped, making it experimentally impractical to excite fluorescence from only one intermediate to the exclusion of others (the M412 intermediate may be an exception to this point). Third, the high degree to which BR-570 and the photocycle intermediates are photolytically interconvertible requires that the excitation and probing conditions be quantitatively controlled and optimized separately.
The highly efficient photochemical processes which depopulate excited-state BR ensure that the competitive emission pathways are of low efficiency. Indeed, the initial detection of fluorescence in the BR photocycle not attributable to impurities was reported for a room temperature sample to have a quantum yield of only (41) . Subsequent studies have expanded the characterization of BR fluorescence (24, 42) including its detection in low temperature film samples at 77 K (41, (43) (44) (45) (46) . Despite these numerous detailed examinations, there remain significant uncertainties concerning even the identity of the emitting species, especially with respect to the contributions of intermediates formed on the picosecond time scale. Although there have been reports of fluorescence from a pseudo BR (P-BR) (43, 46) , a recent review has attributed these observations to time-dependent changes in the optical absorbance of the BR sample and concluded that only BR-570 fluoresces in the room temperature samples (39) . The same conclusion is reached in studies of 77 K samples (41, (43) (44) (45) (46) 
B. Instrumentation
A schematic representation of the instrumentation for picosecond time-resolved fluorescence (PTRF) and PTA spectroscopy is presented in Fig. 1 The aqueous suspension of PM is pumped from a chilled reservoir (10°C) through a 380-,m (ID) glass nozzle in a direction horizontal to the laser table (i.e., perpendicular to the plane defined by the vertical entrance slit of the monochromator and the vertical axis of the two laser beams). The collinear dye laser beams are focused to a 18-,gm diam spot in the flowing sample by an achromatic microscope objective (Leitz NPL 5X). This 18-,gm spot has been measured with the knife edge method (49) assuming a Gaussian profile. The BR sample leaves the nozzle with a velocity of 20 m/s. This velocity is sufficient to ensure that the sample volume defined by the 18-ism laser spot size is completely removed from the path of the pump and probe laser beams during the one microsecond between successive pairs of laser pulses (i.e., both the pump and probe dye lasers operate at a I-MHz repetition rate). This flow rate and focusing volume ensure that each pair of pump and probe pulses intersects a fresh volume of sample.
For the PTRF measurements, the emission from the sample is collected by a spherical optic aligned so that its optical axis is perpendicular to the plane formed by the two laser beams and the flowing liquid sample. The collecting optic consists of an F/i, two lens condenser (model O1CMP123; Melles Griot) made of synthetic fused silica. The fluorescence is focused onto the entrance slit of an F/9, one meter, Czerny-Turner scanning spectrometer (model 1704; Spex Industries, Inc., Edison, NJ) with a 1,200 line/mm, conventionally ruled grating operating in the first order of diffraction. The dispersed signal is detected by a high gain photomultiplier (PMT) (model R-943/02; Hamamatsu Corp., Middlesex, NJ) attached to the exit slit of the spectrometer. The gallium arsenide photocathode of this PMT provides good sensitivity in the near infrared. The PMT is cooled thermoelectrically to -300C to reduce electronic noise. The width of the entrance and exit slits is maintained at 1 mm, to provide a spectral bandwidth of 0.7 nm. The intense Rayleigh scattering from the sample is greatly attenuated by a low pass, color filter (No. 2-60; Corning Science Products, Corning, NY) placed in front of the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The PMT signal is processed by a lock-in amplifier (Ortec Brookdeal model 3505SC). A mechanical chopper is inserted in the path of the probe laser beam (position CH in Fig. 1 ) to produce a chopping frequency (500 Hz) needed as a reference for the lock-in amplifier. Since only the probe laser beam is chopped at 500 Hz, it is feasible to monitor only the fluorescence signal induced by the probe laser beam at a given time delay after excitation. The signal from the lock-in amplifier is digitalized and stored in a microcomputer.
For the PTA measurements, both pump and probe laser beams are passed through a second microscope objective (Leitz NPL 5X) for recollimation. The beams are spatially separated by a dispersive prism. The pump beam is blocked while the probe beam is directed to a slow response, high sensitivity photodiode (model HUV-2000B; EG&G Photon Devices). The signal from the photodiode is sent to the input of the lock-in amplifier which is triggered at the frequency of a chopper placed in the path of the pump laser only (at position ** in Fig. 1 ).
C. Procedures
Two types of experimental procedures are followed to obtain the fluorescence results reported here. The first procedure determines the experimental conditions appropriate for exciting fluorescence during the time-resolved experiment. It involves one dye laser (i.e., dye laser 2 in Fig. 1 ) operating at 590 nm to both initiate the photocycle and to excite fluorescence. By varying the pulse energy of this single laser, the laser-energy threshold below which no significant photochemistry occurs can be determined. The second procedure is designed to obtain time-resolved fluorescence data. This procedure uses two picosecond dye lasers in a pump and probe configuration (Fig. 1) . One dye laser (laser 1 in Fig. 1 ) operating at 565 nm initiates the BR photocycle, whereas the second dye laser (laser 2 in Fig. 1 ) operating at 590 nm excites the fluorescence from any species present at a given time delay after the photocycle begins. In order to obtain time-resolved fluorescence spectra, the time delay between the pump and probe laser pulses is fixed and the fluorescence spectrum initiated by the probe laser is recorded by scanning the spectrometer under computer control over the spectral region from 650 to 880 nm.
To measure the relative change of absorbance in the BR sample induced by the pump beam, the PTA procedure is composed of two steps. First, the pump beam is chopped at a given frequency, c, and the variation of the transmitted probe beam is detected by phase-sensitive methods locked to w. These data provide a measurement of Al (50) . Second, the probe beam is chopped in order to detect the intensity of the laser transmitted through the sample, I, while the pump beam is blocked from reaching the sample. The change of absorbance, AA, is then obtained by
D. Data treatment Fluorescence spectra are recorded over the 650-880-nm range in 2-nm spectral intervals before being digitalized and are smoothed using a least-squares fit function over 17 points (51) . The fluorescence spectrum is obtained by averaging the signal from 106 pairs of pump-probe laser pulses. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the resultant fluorescence is 103 Because these spectra extended over a wide spectral range, they are corrected for the spectral transmission of the detection system which includes the collecting optic, filter, diffraction grating, and the PMT. For this correction, the polarization of the emission and polarization dependence of the grating must be considered. The insertion of a depolarizer between the collecting optic and the entrance slit addresses these questions by randomizing the polarization seen by the spectrometer. Thus, with this depolarizer in place, the response of the entire detection system is the same for all polarizations of the emission.
The spectral transmission curve of the detection system is determined according to published procedures (52, 53) . This curve is measured using a 10-W quartz halogen-iodine, tungsten filament lamp (Oriel No. 6318) which is voltage stabilized at 6 DC volts to provide a constant color temperature of 3,150 K. The spectral emission of this lamp has been well characterized (54) and is used to obtain a standard spectral source for calibration. Care has been taken to ensure that the experimental conditions used for spectral calibration closely mimic those used to collect emission from the BR photocycle. For example, a magnesium oxide diffuser, the reflectivity of which is constant from 650 to 880 nm (55) , is inserted in the same spatial position normally occupied by the sample in order to reflect emission from the calibration lamp into the spectrometer. The spectrometer is scanned to record the spectrum over the spectral range of interest. When this spectrum is divided by the emissivity of the lamp, a spectral transmission curve which can be used to correct all the fluorescence spectra is obtained.
The reabsorption of the emission by the 380-,um pathlength within the sample jet is not considered in the calibration procedure since it makes a negligible contribution to intensity changes.
RESULTS
The high degree to which BR-570 is optically coupled to the initial photocycle intermediates such as J-625 and K-590 is illustrated by their strongly overlapping absorption spectra (24) . Excitation of BR-570 used to initiate the photocycle also can be absorbed by both J-625 and K-590. As a consequence, both fluorescence and photochemistry involving J-625 and K-590 can occur if a significant concentration of either intermediate is formed during the excitation process. In general, the optical conditions used for pumping the photocycle and for optically probing are of utmost importance since they control not only the fluorescence signals measured, but also the photochemical formation of the intermediates. The PTRF experiments described here are designed to hold the pumping conditions (wavelength, pulse duration, pulse energy) constant while the photocycle is monitored as a function of reaction time by an optical pulse which induces fluorescence from the reaction mixture, but remains itself photochemically nonperturbing. The versatility with which the pumping and probing conditions can be quantitatively controlled in these PTRF experiments is a departure from previously reported studies which makes it feasible to observe fluorescence from photocycle intermediates not previously reported.
The identification of emission assignable to a photocycle intermediate depends directly on a quantitative understanding of the fluorescence spectrum assignable to BR-570 and of the optical conditions for probing the photocycle by PTRF which remain photochemically nonperturbing. A probe laser wavelength of 590 nm is used at the outset since BR-570, J-625, and K-590 all absorb at this wavelength. Single laser experiments using 590 nm, therefore, provide both types of information simultaneously if emission is measured as a function of laser power (pulse duration fixed). These data identify the experimental conditions under which (a) fluorescence from BR-570 only can be generated and (b) no significant amount of photochemistry is initiated by the probe pulse.
The dependence of the fluorescence in the 650-880-nm region on the 590-nm laser power used to excite the BR sample is addressed by the data in Fig. 2 A. This dependence is manifested by changes in the spectral shape of the fluorescence as the laser power is increased from 2.4 to 38 mW (8-ps pulse duration and 1-MHz repetition rate). These two spectra have been scaled to have the same maximum value in order to facilitate a comparison of their respective shapes. As the laser power increases, a The close similarity between the two fluorescence spectra obtained with peak power ranging over two orders of magnitude makes it feasible (i) to assign the low power fluorescence spectrum (dashed line) to BR-570 alone and (ii) to establish that the probe laser conditions used in PTRF and PTA experiments (i.e., 600 W) do not induce significant amounts of photochemistry.
relatively larger amount of fluorescence appears in the 650-730-nm region while a relatively smaller amount of fluorescence is observed in the 750-880-nm region. These changes in relative intensities reflect a change in the shape of the total fluorescence signal. Although the differences seen in Fig. 2 A are small, these fluorescence spectra are highly reproducible and consequently, the differences are meaningful. No significant changes occur until the laser power exceeds 6 mW and, in fact, the 6.5-mW spectrum is indistinguishable from that recorded with 2.4 mW. Based on these fluorescence results, excitations at powers below 6 mW do not produce significant photochemistry from BR-570 during the 8-ps pulse duration and, as a consequence, these low power fluorescence spectra can be assigned to BR-570 only. To our knowledge, these are the first fluorescence spectra of BR-570 reported using picosecond pulsed laser excitation.
A completely separate determination of the BR-570 fluorescence spectrum is obtained by using lower energy (31 pJ/pulse) 590-nm laser pulses at higher repetition rates. The fluorescence recorded with 2.4 mW (4-ps pulse duration) of 590-nm radiation delivered to the BR sample at a 76-MHz repetition rate is presented in Fig. 2 B. The comparable fluorescence spectrum obtained with 2.4 mW (4-ps pulse duration) at a 1-MHz repetition rate also is shown in Fig. 2 BR-570 (Fig. 2 B) is shown to facilitate comparison. All these spectra have been corrected for the spectral response of the detection system. For a 17.5-mW pump power (2.2-kW peak power), the 0-ps delay spectrum is -30% lower in intensity than the BR-570 spectrum. This decrease reflects the smaller population of BR-570 during the pumping process. The 0-ps delay corresponds to the temporal overlap of the pump and probe pulses which is represented by the cross-correlation signal (shown schematically in the insert of Fig. 4 Fig. 3 (20 and 40 ps) have intensities which exceed that of the probe laser only by more than 40%. In addition, the PTRF spectra for time delays ranging from 20 to 100 ps exhibit a distinctly different shape than that obtained with the probe laser only (Fig. 3) . The changing shape of the fluorescence spectrum in PTRF measurements is similar to that observed for increasing laser power in the single laser results (Fig. 2 A) . The time evolution of the relative change of absorbance, AA/A, can be monitored directly by observing the PTA signal as the optical delay line is scanned. PTRF and PTA data are recorded sequentially on the same BR sample and, therefore, can be directly compared. The 590-nm PTA data measured over the initial 100 ps (Fig.  4) are in good agreement with those reported in the literature (24) .
DISCUSSION
The fluorescence spectroscopy of the BR photocycle has been examined in at least eight previous studies on either room temperature, liquid samples (39-42), or on low (77 K) temperature film samples (43) (44) (45) (46) . Direct comparisons of these data are difficult not only because of the differences in sample media and temperatures, but also because the optical excitation conditions varied widely. The high degree to which the initial (i.e., picosecond) intermediates are photolytically coupled to one another suggests that significantly different molecular mixtures are prepared when excitation conditions are changed and that a direct comparison of emission data from these various studies may not be warranted. The substantial differences between the fluorescence data currently available (both in the literature and presented here) therefore, may be attributed primarily to these variations in excitation conditions. This point can be illustrated well by the various fluorescence spectra reported above for BR-570. It also is important to note that with the exception of one group, all previous workers have concluded that the emission observed from the BR photocycle is assignable to BR-570 alone. This common conclusion has been reached in spite of clear variations in the experimental data on which it is based. The studies which stand as exceptions (21, 43, 46) have assigned emission shifted to the red from that of BR-570 to an intermediate identified as P-BR which is explicitly distinguished from either J-625 or K-590. Thus, no previous study has assigned any emission to K-590 and, in fact, many have specifically excluded it from such an assignment. In reviewing the literature, special attention is given here to identifying the excitation conditions used in each study in order to understand how the emission observed could have been assigned exclusively to BR-570 and not to a photocycle intermediate. For comparative purposes, attention also is given to the experimental approach used in this work which is designed specifically to resolve emission from a picosecond intermediate.
The fluorescence spectrum of BR-570 in room temperature solution has been reported in several studies, the earliest of which was Lewis and co-workers (41) . Continuous laser excitation at 514.5 nm was used to obtain broad, unstructured emission extending from the visible to the near infrared with a maximum near 790 nm. Subsequent investigations using cw laser excitation also recorded unstructured emission spectra with intensity maxima ranging from 700 nm (45) and 714 nm (46) with 580-nm excitation to 660 nm (44) with 530-nm excitation. The differences in the emission maxima reported in these early studies are attributable to differences in the excitation conditions and the sample preparations used. For example, these measurements utilized cw excitation sources operating at a variety of wavelengths and intensities and examined static BR samples with volumes ranging from microliters contained in a capillary tube to a few milliliters in an unstirred cuvette. In addition, a variety of sample concentrations and suspension media were used. It is reasonable to conclude that since the excitation conditions were different, the photolytically generated mixture of BR photocycle species from which emission was collected also varied from one study to the next. It is therefore not surprising that these emission spectra exhibit significantly different spectral profiles and intensity maxima and that the fluorescence spectrum reported here (Fig. 2 B) is not in good agreement with any of these early results. Although the principal reason for this disagreement is probably associated with the excitation conditions, it also should be noted that there are significant differences in the sample preparation, purification procedures, and methods of spectral correction in the treatment of the extremely weak emission of room temperature liquid samples.
More recent fluorescence studies have addressed the photolytic conversion occurring during the early stages of the photocycle by using extremely low intensity excitation designed to minimize photolysis and thereby to obtain emission from BR-570 alone. Low intensity excitation at 546 nm (from a high pressure Hg lamp [42] ) and at 514.5 nm (from a cw laser [24] ) has been used to obtain very similar BR-570 fluorescence spectra as is shown schematically in Fig. 5 . In the second of these studies (24) , the intensity of the cw laser excitation was increased by an order of magnitude without changing the fluorescence spectrum in order to demonstrate that no significant amount of photochemistry had occurred. As discussed above, the same type of experimental approach is used in this work except that picosecond, pulsed excitation is used to record a BR-570 fluorescence spectrum which is in good agreement with those obtained with low power, cw laser excitation (Fig. 5) . The small differences observed in the 650-700-nm region of Fig. 5 (41) . All of the studies report structured emission although the positions of intensity maxima vary (39) . If only BR-570 and K-625 are present at 77 K in samples that are preilluminated with visible radiation (47) , then fluorescence assignable to these species should be detectable. In two such preillumination studies (40, 41) , a decrease in emission intensity was observed which was interpreted in terms of the conversion of BR-570 to K-625. All of the detected emission was assigned to BR-570. In three other studies using preillumination (43, 44, 46) , a large increase in emission intensity characterized by a maximum shifted to the red (relative to the maximum of the BR-570 emission spectrum) was observed and attributed to a new intermediate, P-BR (specifically identified as distinct from K-625). Although these inconsistencies remain unresolved, the 77 K data are relevant to the room temperature results presented here with respect to three points: (a) the fluorescence spectrum of BR-570 is temperature dependent, exhibiting structure at 77 K, but no significant spectral shift in its intensity maximum as a function of temperature; (b) no emission has been assigned to K-625 even though the photocycle is thought not to function at 77 K; and (c) the emission properties associated with the P-BR intermediate are different from those assigned to K-590 in this work. Specifically, the intensity maximum of emission for P-BR is reported to appear to the red of the BR-570 fluorescence maximum while that for K-590 occurs to the blue.
In (23, 24) . The PTA data in Fig. 4 illustrate this point. At 40 ps, the 590-nm PTA signal closely approaches the absorbance of BR-590. Since 590 nm lies very near the isobestic point for the absorption spectra of BR-570 and K-590, these PTA data simply reflect the partial conversion of BR-570 into K-590. The PTRF spectrum at a 40-ps delay time (Fig. 3) , therefore, is composed of contributions exclusively from BR-570 and K-590. Analogously, the large increase in fluorescence observed at 40 ps can be attributed to the formation of K-590. This conclusion is supported by considering two limiting cases: (a) if no photochemistry occurs upon excitation of BR-570 (i.e., BR* relaxes completely to BR-570), then the intensity of the PTRF spectrum at any time, t, could not exceed that of the probe laser only signal (dashed spectrum in Fig. 3 Fig. 2 ) for comparison. The K-590 spectrum is obtained by subtracting the scaled (0.6) BR-570 fluorescence spectrum from the 40-ps PTRF spectrum (Fig. 3 ). This analysis is based on the conclusion that, 40% of the initial concentration of BR-570 is converted into K-590. See text for discussion.
time delays at least as long as 100 ps, a period over which PTA results (Fig. 4) also have shown the K-590 concentration to be constant (also see reference 24) . Although a specific PQE value is required to obtain the precise K-590 fluorescence spectrum from an analysis of PTRF data, the general characteristics of the K-590 fluorescence spectrum are not altered greatly if the PQE ranges from 0.3 to 0.5. This point is illustrated in Fig. 7 where the BR-570 fluorescence spectrum (Fig. 2 B) , after being multiplied by factors of 0.3 or 0.5, has been substracted from the 40-ps PTRF spectrum (Fig. 3) . The maximum intensities of the resultant difference spectra have been scaled to a common value and plotted together with the fluorescence spectrum of BR-570 for the purpose of comparison. Although both the intensity maximum and the shape are affected somewhat by the value of the PQE chosen, the fluorescence attributable to K-590 can be readily distinguished from that of BR-570 in all cases. The general identification and characterization of the PTRF spectrum of K-590, therefore, does not depend critically on where the PQE value lies between 0.3 and 0.5.
The 17-nm blue shift between the fluorescence maxima of BR-570 and K-590 is clearly seen in Fig. 6 . When viewed in relation to their respective absorption spectra, K-590 is found to have a significantly smaller Stokes shift than BR-570 (141 nm versus 178 nm). Such a reduced FIGURE 7 Fluorescence spectra potentially assignable to the K-590 intermediate derived from an analysis using two different photochemical quantum efficiencies (PQE) for the conversion of BR-570 into K-590: (1) 30%, and (2) 50%. These fluorescence spectra are obtained by subtracting different scaled (0.7 or 0.5, respectively) BR-570 fluorescence spectra from the PTRF spectrum recorded at a 40-ps delay. The fluorescence spectrum of BR-570 at room temperature recorded with pulsed (2.4 mW) excitation at 590 nm is shown as a dashed line (also see Fig. 2 ) for comparison. Each of these three fluorescence spectra can be readily distinguished from that assigned to BR-570. See text for discussion.
Stokes shift reflects a smaller change in geometry between the ground and excited electronic states of K-590 than for the corresponding states of BR-570. This difference also is reflected in the larger fluorescence quantum yield observed for K-590 (O) ). The value of OK can be calculated from the PTRF data shown in Fig. 3 by assuming the entire 40% increase of fluorescence signal is due to K-590. Since the absolute value of 4BR has been reported to be 10-4 (41), the value of OK is 2 x 10-4.
Results from two other studies (57, 58) are consistent with the observations reported here. Specifically, the reduced Stokes shift and larger fluorescence yield for K-590 may reflect the storage of energy in K-590 (-15 kcal/mol) resulting from the primary photocycle events (57) . These observations also are consistent with model calculations which utilize the C13-=CI4 torsion as the major reaction coordinate underlying the primary photochemistry (58) . These calculations conclude that the excited-state relaxation away from the Franck-Condon states initially populated in absorption is slower in K* than in BR*, thus suggesting that fluorescence from K* should appear to the blue of fluorescence from BR*.
Finally, the room temperature observations reported here should be considered in relation to those obtained at low (77 K) temperatures (43) (44) (45) (46) 
Mechanism for primary processes
The PTRF data presented in this paper provide new information to be incorporated into the molecular mechanism used to describe the primary processes in the BR photocycle.
(a) The detection of fluorescence from K-590 characterizes the excited electronic state of a photocycle intermediate for the first time. Both the smaller Stokes shift and increased fluorescence quantum yield not only distinguish the electronic transitions of K-590 from that in BR-570, but also suggest that a significantly different change in molecular geometry occurs in the two species upon optical excitation.
(b) Low (77 K) temperature data should be reevaluated in terms of emission assignable to K-590.
(c) The appearance of a fluorescence spectrum which remains unchanged in shape and spectral position over the initial 100 ps of the photocycle is the basis of an excellent spectral signature for K-590 that can be utilized to measure its kinetic behavior.
